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Roll to Roll System

this product is certified:



The roll to roll system can handle media up to 210mm wide (8.5”) and rolls with outside diameter 
up to 300mm (11.81”) having a 76mm (3”) cardboard core. All devices are equipped with an 
external auto switching 100/240VAC - 2,5A at 24V     power supply and an electronic circuit 
controls all functions.

INSTALLATION

STEP 2
Attach the printer plate to the unwinder and 
rewinder. Do not fasten the knobs for the 
moment.

STEP 3
Place the printer on the plate using the guide 
rails.

STEP 4
Load the media roll and outside disk then tight 
the knob.

STEP 1
Using the screws, install the outer disc on the 
unwinder and rewinder core holder.



STEP 6
Make sure to align the unwinder with the 
printer and turn it on.

STEP 7
Load a cardboard core onto the core holder. 
Follow the paper path and stick the media on 
the cardboard core. Make sure to align the 
rewinder with the printer.
Load the outside disk making sure it adheres 
to the media and tight the knob.

STEP 8
The roll guide can be adjusted to prevent the 
roll from drifting.

The system is ready to work.

From printer

MEDIA PAPER PATH REWINDER

STEP 5
Push the media under the tension arm and 
then feed it into the printer (look at the printer’s 
manual how to load media).



HOW TO ADJUST THE TENSION ON THE MEDIA ROLL
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Less tight media roll

Tighter media roll

Attention:
If roller “A” in the upper position still delivers rolls that are too tight, 
please move roller “B” down till you find the right level of roll tightness.
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Thanks to the clutch system in place, it is possible to obtain different levels of roll tightness.
The below image will help you figure out the level you want the system to rewind your rolls.



ULTRASONIC SENSOR CALIBRATION (LABEL REWINDER)

Before proceeding with the ultrasonic sensor calibration, turn on the machine.

1. Take a paper clip and insert it into the small hole located next to the OFF-ON switch and push 
it down for 4 seconds. The blue LED will light up. 

2. Raise the tension arm to the fullest (spring has to extend completely). The blue LED will stay 
on. 

3. Insert a paper clip into the small hole again for 4 seconds. The blue LED will turn off and the 
green LED will turn on. The core holder will slightly rotate.

Ultrasonic sensor calibration complete.

LABEL REWINDER SPEED ROTATION




